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Across Down 
    

1 Notable James Dean movie role (not Cal 1 Notable tourist attraction of Geneva (3, 1’3) 

 Trask or Jim Stark) (3, 4) 2 1920 German silent horror film directed by Paul  

7 First son of Japheth (the second son of Noah)   Wegener about clay monster brought to life by 

 (and father of Ashkenaz) in etiological myth   great Rabbi Loew (with magic spell from Cabala) 

 cycle devised by exilic Levites in Babylon to   to protect Jews from pogrom in 16th century 

 account for repopulation of earth after flood   Prague and help out around ghetto (English title) 

 indicating geographical locations and innate   (initials) 

 hierarchies of new world (such as immutable  3 Notable film role of Rudolf Klein-Rogge (not  

 destiny of seed of Ham (i.e., Africans) to   Doctor Mabuse) (or Attila the Hun) 

 serve descendants of brothers) 4 “The struggle is real but so is God” Somalian  

8 Spanish horror film by Alejandro Amenábar   Muslim widow of David Bowie 

 with Nicole Kidman as ghost who doesn’t  5 Fish, hair, inter, flix etc. 

 realize that she and her children are dead (or 6 Beloved Hindu deity associated with famous  

 that SPOILER AHEAD she killed them)   chant to awaken dormant realization that you are  

 (initials)  god and $9.50 (concession $7.50) all-you-can-eat  

10 Lauded French director known for films  restaurant at 147 Swanston St. with rotating menu 

 featuring annoying comic character M. Hulot  of non-inflaming vegan dishes and delicious 

11 “We have lingered in the chambers of the sea  dessert with custard 

 By sea-girls wreathed with seaweed red and  9 Alphabetical, on-line, Führer, Holy, New 

 brown / Till human voices wake us, and we  12 Destructive influence on Beatles 

 …” T. S. Eliot 14 Melbourne clown with signature ice-cream cone 

13 Notable Divine movie role (not Francine   hat and disgraced partner (in fez) 

 Fishpaw, Dawn Davenport or Babs Johnson)  16 Iraqi architect (initials) 

 (first name)   

14 Prolific British-Iraqi architect associated  15 Nov 2022 

 popularly with curves (initials)   

15 Eternal (archaic)   

17 Mesopotamian city chosen by exilic Levite   

 Bible authors as original home of patriarch    

 Abraham in pseudohistorical myth cycle   

 establishing foundational tenets of cult inc.   

 (a) non-Canaanite origin and (b) exclusive   

 ownership of Canaan by immutable gift of   

 cultic deity with ominous implications for   

 21st century   

18 In a state of extreme avidity and excitement    

 about a particular thing such as Harry Styles   

 


